
Interactive Bhajan School CD - English

The Sri Sathya Sai Baba Organisation of Italy has  created this unique Bhajanavali CD-ROM
series in order to ease the  learning of Bhajans for western devotees. 
 The CD-ROM format permits real-time consultation and listening  of your desired audio section.
In the Italian and English versions with  chords, simply click on the desired point of the text,
Bhajan or  glossary to listen to it.
 Thanks to the Mp3 player software, many possibilities exist  for organising the various
sequences of the Bhajans. The Bhajanavali is  available in Italian and English versions - with or
 without chords. Consisting of:

          Instructions for using                      the Bhajanavali
(A complete reading is recommended )  ITA   ENG   
    I Mantras  ITA   ENG   
    Description of main                      Hindu divinites invoked  ITA     
    400 Bhajans  ITA   ENG   
    40 Italian Songs  ITA     
    Sanskrit Glossary  ITA     
        

As there are over 400 Bhajans, it      is not possible to have them all on one CD. Therefore,
please be careful when utilising      the CD's according to the following Bhajan numbers:

  

il CD n° 1 for  Bhajans 1 to 208 
 il CD n° 2 for the remaining.

  

For those of you having enough free space on your      hard disk, copy all 2 CD's on to it. In this
case however, it is necessary to follow the      directory contained in the CDs.

  

  

Harmonium - Advanced        Method v.1.0

  

This method was conceived      to simplify the learning method of how to accompany Bhajans,
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http://win.sathyasai.it/canti_devozionali/HarmoniumEng.pdf
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and it is aimed at both      beginners and those who already have some knowledge of the use of
chords.
In general, anyone beginning to      accompany Bhajans invests great energy in learning each

individual Bhajan without      realising that many of them use the same harmonic sequences,
that is, the same chords      organized in a different way and often in another key. Practicing
with this method will      develop the ability to accompany Bhajans using the sensitivity acquired
through practice      without having to follow the score.

  

  

  Pronunciation of the main Sanskrit terms
  

Sanskrit  Pronounciation Glossary  To utilize this glossary,      you will need Acrobat ®
Reader®
. Listening to the correct pronounciation involves just a simple click on the desired      word.
Note that one must have 
RealPlayer®
installed to use this feature. Both programs are included on the CD N°2. 

  Daily Vocal Exercises
  

The exercises can be played in three different tones (Shruti).

          Exercise N°   Contraltos   Male   Female
 
    1   Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice
 
    2   Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice
 
    3   Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice
 
    4   Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice
 
    5   Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice
 
    6   Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice
 
    7   Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice  Esplanation/Exercise- Practice
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http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html
http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html
http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html
http://europe.real.com/radiopass/?&amp;src=ZG.eu.idx
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    8   Practice   Practice   Practice
 
        

  Programs
  

This CD N° 2 contains all the necessary programs needed to run    both Windows as well as
Mac.

  

        

For all those who are interested in purchasing the two CD ROM - Scuola Bhajan interattiva erattiva, please note the following:

    -  the cost for a            complete set of N° 2 CD ROMs, including the booklet with indexes and            instructions, is 12.91 Euros plus shipping expenses;

shipping expenses:

    -  For an order                of 1 to 3 sets:  1.55 Euros. *
    -  For an order                of 4 to 7 sets:  2.58 Euros. * 
    -  For quantity orders please contact us in advance.

Whoever is interested in purchasing the above may place a direct order to:

Sathya Sai Books and Publications of Italy . 

* Although this web site is  frequently updated, prices could have further variation,  we advice to  contact directly the  Sathya Sai Books and Publications of Italy.
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http://www.mothersaipublications.it/
http://www.mothersaipublications.it/
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